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SUMMARY
Traffic model data for the Space.Shuttle usingJhfi 1971 NASA, DoD,
and commercial mission models are presented along with descriptions and
schedules for NASA and commercial pay loads. All Shuttle flights for calen-
dar years 1979 through 1990 are included. This document is intended for
NASA planning purposes only. The payload data in this document do not
represent approved program information. The data were generated to help
guide the development of the Space Transportation System (Space Shuttle
and Tug) which will provide the United States a capability for economical
space missions.
Low cost pay loads which take advantage of the Space Shuttle's payload-
oriented capabilities are assumed where cost effective. The low cost payload
design effects and Shuttle assignments for DoD missions were provided by
NASA and have not been approved by the Department of Defense. While the
traffic model portion of this document is complete, the descriptive data for
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high energy expendable upper stage using "storable" propellants
applications
astronomical unit (mean distance from sun to earth)
lowest overall cost combination of current design expendable,
current design reusable, low cost expendable, and low cost
reusable payloads
broadcast
current design expendable (refers to payload type)
current design reusable (refers to payload type)
high energy expendable upper stage using cryogenic propellants
communication
cooperative











extension of earlier applications satellites in the communications
and navigation area
multiple outer planet mission; Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune
gravitational
GLOSSARY (Continued)
HEAO High Energy Astronomy Observatory
High refers to portion of magnetosphere
Incl. inclination, angular distance from equator in degrees
Interf. interferometer
K kflo(lOOO)
Kick refers to high energy upper stage
KSC Kennedy Space Center
Land. lander
LCE low cost expendable (refers to payload type)
LCR low cost reusable (refers to payload type)
L/D length/diameter in feet
LEO low earth orbit
Low refers to portion of magnetosphere
LSO -Large Space Observatory^




Mid refers to portion of magnetosphere
Mod. module
NAS code for NASA astronomy payloads
Nav. navigation
NCN code for communication and navigation payloads
NEO code for earth observation payloads




non-NASA other than NASA and DoD
NPL code for NASA planetary payloads
NSP code for NASA physics payloads




Orbit altitude in nautical miles/inclination in degrees (both apogee
and perigee shown jfor elliptical orbits)
P/L payload
Polar refers to polar orbit (90-degree inclination)
Pr. Pair» two identical payloads at different locations required for
~a mission; e.g., payloads 10 (NAS-?y and 11 fNAS-8)i are both
required for this mission
Refurb. refurbished (refers to payloads)
Rel. relativity
Res. resources
Retrieval return of payload from earth orbit to earth surface
Return return to earth surface
Revisit rendezvous for maintenance and data retrieval with an orbiting
payload
Sat. satellite
Site refers to launch site
Sortie Sortie lab (including unpressurized payload pallet where
applicable
S. S. Space Station— '.
Sta. station
Stage refers to high energy upper stage
vii
GLOSSARY (Concluded)
Syn. geosynchronous orbit (19, 300 nautical miles) at a 30-degree
inclination





TOPS Thermoelectric O^t^rPlaneit Spacecraft
TOS Tiros Operational Satellite
Track. tracking
Tug reusable high energy upper stage
Viking Mars soft lander
WTR Western Test Range
viii
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X- 64731
SPACF. SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODEL DEVELOPED
FROM 1971 MISS ION MODEL
INTRODUCTION
The evolution of a meaningful traffic model for the Space Shuttle
necessarily includes the development of payloads which take advantage, both
economically and scientifically, of the unique capabilities provided by the
Space Shuttle. The data included in this document are derived from a tTbest
mix" (based on lowest costs) of current design expendable, current design
reusable, and low cost payloads. Current design reusable payloads are cur-
rent design payloads with additional hardware, where appropriate, for
recovery and reuse. Low cost payload assumptions include not only payload
reusability but many additional cost-saving concepts such as relaxation of
weight and volume constraints, optimization of reliability and lifetime,
standardization of subsystems and components, and design for maintainability.
These data are presented in tabular form in Tables 1 through 3. The Shuttle
flight numbers in Table 3 do not represent a priority of flights or a sequence
of flights for any given year.
The assumption used for Tug availability for this document is initial
operational capability^in 1985 with^xpendable stages used (in lieu of the Tug)
prior to that. The WTR launch site was assumed to be available beginning
in 1980 with the KSC launch site being used for all launches in 1979.
It was assumed that no payloads from mission models would be flown
on Shuttle flights during 1978. However, this does not preclude the flying of
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a. Subscript D = DoD Flight
b. Flight numbers do not represent a priority or a sequence of flights.
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TABLE 3. PAYLOAD COMBINATIONS AND FLIGHTS,
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TABLE 3. PAYLOAD COMBINATIONS AND FLIGHTS, ,
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